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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hy8QnDWg5NQ
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Experiment #1
Valgus Knees

Introduction

Objective

Dane Miller

We all have seen the athletes who have valgus knees while performing a squat. Their knees cave 
hard, the knee caps come close to a kiss or maybe even actually make contact when the athlete is 
leaving the hole, potentially causing some knee pain or at times even lower back pain. This can 
be present in youth athletes, very present in youth female athletes that are taller and present in 
longer legged individuals as well. 

In this case specifically, our subject had valgus knees for over 3 years. Overtime, we had tried 
everything. Squatting to a box with a band, potentiating very light squats with clam shells and 
monster walks, using glute bridges prior to a squat set at 50-65%. The subject consistently could 
perform lower intensity squats with near perfection. However, as intensity increased, the valgus 
knees would reappear around 85% of back squat and 90% of cleans. This happened over and 
over again, even with targeted mobility plans, accessory movements targeting development of the 
problem area and through pairing accessories with primary strength movements.

To correct valgus knees, or knees caving inward, while squatting.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hri-OGsFAnM
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Experiment

Results and Conclusion

Length

Subject

Finally, after years of testing everything, I decided 
to force Hayley Reichardt to squat with a medicine 
ball between her knees. She was instructed to feel 
the ball and actively push the knees out as she was 
squatting. At first, she would touch the ball and 
let her knees push into the ball and then finally, 
she recognized the motor pattern needed to keep 
her knees OUT during the squat. Consistently 
utilizing this cue led to a development in proper 
patterning and proved to be the ONLY movement 
that actually fixed the valgus knees.

Within 3 months we started to notice that she was catching cleans over 85% without having 
valgus knees. By six months, we decided to start having her execute 80% of her squat sets 
without a ball and then focus on her 1-2 drop sets at a lighter load with the medicine ball. The 
drop sets were entirely focused around speed. 

It was incredibly successful. Hayley still has issues at maximum intensity back squats and front 
squats with being valgus but during the competitive platform lifts, she never shows signs of 
valgus. At times we bring back the medicine ball into her training or have her squat with a 
band around her knees to mentally cue her to keep pushing the knees wide, however this is not 
something we do more than 1-2 programs a year.

We went forth forcing her to squat with a 
medicine ball for 12 straight months. From 2016-
2017, she executed squats with a medicine ball. 

Multiple time National Champion and World 
medalist Hayley Reichardt.

When squatting valgus knees, or knee 
cave in, is when the knees turn inward 
towards the midline. This often occurs 
because of lack of glute strength, 
specifically the glute meds, but simply 
performing glute exercises is not always 
enough.

What are Valgus Knees?

#1 - Valgus Knees

Dane Miller
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Applied

For three months: Squat 2-3 days a week and every single rep must be done with a 
ball between the knees. While the ball is held there, the athlete must be cued properly 
to focus on pushing the knees out while not allowing their knees to squeeze the ball.

For the next three months: Slowly decrease the frequency of squatting with the 
medicine ball. Lower that to 1-2 days a week but continue using effective cues.

For the remaining 6 months, allow more volume to be done without the ball while 
having speed drop sets or failure sets be done with a medicine ball and the same 
cueing methods. 

It is important to continue using glute/quad/lower back accessories that may have a 
positive impact on valgus knees. 

#1 - Valgus Knees
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Med Ball Squats

With the med ball between 
the knees, instruct the athlete 
to prevent squeezing the 
ball, forcing the glute meds 
to be more active within the 
targeted moement.

*Make sure the athlete is 
comfortable with this exercise 
before performing.
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Experiment #2
Power Endurance

Introduction

Objective

Dane Miller

Over the 2.5 years of working with world bronze medalist in wrestling Nick Gwiazdowski, 
we have spent time developing maximal strength, enhancing his rate of force production and 
improving his dynamic movements. One of the key issues potentially holding him back from 
excellence on the mat was based around a high power output, late in the match. International 
wrestling is a 6 minute endeavor, there are two/3 minute periods for each match. In a 
tournament, Nick may end up wrestling 3-4 matches in one day. This requires a tremendous 
amount of stress on the anaerobic and aerobic system. Our goal was to understand and study the 
bursts of energy and power Nick would need to display on average during a match. We found that 
every 18-23 seconds, there are potential scrambles on the mat. We then took this and pushed 
some of the standard limits of training. 

How to increase strength/power output late in a match or game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-6rVAld8Bs
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Experiment (30 sec Cleans)

Results and Conclusion

Length

Subject

Over the last few years, on the minute Olympic lifting has gained popularity, otherwise noted as 
OTM. For example, an athlete may hit a 70-75% clean at 1 minute, they rest for exactly 60 seconds 
and then hit another rep at that same weight. We have trained this principle with Nick and found 
it to be relatively successful. However, he has still struggled to have confidence late in the match 
regarding his offensive attack. 

My deduction became this, if Nick is scrambling every 18-23 seconds, then we should be training 
with an intense load closer to that time frame. We decided to start the experiment at 70% of 
his best clean. We did 8 reps in 4 minutes at 70% of his clean. Every time he executed a lift, a 30 
second clock would start and when the buzzer rang, he needed to hit the clean again. This also 
emulated another factor in international wrestling, the 30 second shot clock. 

Over the time frame of the experiment, we gradually built up to 10-14 sets of singles every 30 
seconds, getting to the point where Nick would go 6+ minutes of heavy cleans above 80% and 
still put out significant power.

The results were very positive. Nick felt that later 
on within a match, he was still able to hold a 
very high power output, enabling him to execute 
his technique at a high speed. One of the biggest 
carryovers was entirely based around technical 
literacy. If Nick was able to execute effective clean 
technique while stressed and fatigued, we knew he 
would be able to hold his offensive attack together 
later in a match, leading to enhanced scoring 
options.

We began this experiment with lower intensity zones of training and gradually built into higher 
ranges. The first four weeks were an adaptation period, the next four weeks were used to really 
push the higher intensity ranges and the final four weeks we played around with very high 
intensity (85-90%) rep ranges followed by lower ranges of 60-70% to enable a full recovery from 
the stress. This was done once a week during the 12 week time frame.

World bronze medalist in wrestling Nick Gwiazdowski.

#2 - Power Endurance

Dane Miller

Whether performing an On The Minute lift 
or every 30 second lift, the idea is to keep 
the timer running, not just to take a minute 
rest period. Start the timer, then every time 
a new minute is toggled, start the lift. This 
will force the athlete to have a sense of 
urgency. All failed reps must be redone.

How to OTM (On The Minute)
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Applied

Always keep it to cleans as they are a bit less technical than snatches.

Start the first four weeks with 64-72% intensity on the cleans.

After 4 weeks, it’s ok to build into higher intensity ranges.

This is a more advanced method of training and should only be used on athletes that have 
Olympic lifted for over a year with sound technical movement. If the athlete is able to accomplish 
a movement with consistent precision, over and over again, they can be forced to handle 
something stressful like cleans every 30 seconds! I recommend applying these movements as 
such: 

Be sure to prepare the athlete with the intensity and focus needed for this training. 
The focus alone MUST BE very heightened. 

Clear all distractions. DO NOT use a cell phone as a timer, this can lead to distractions 
and poor performance.

Some athletes MAY PR their clean because they get into the automatic zone of 
execution and they begin to groove their movement very well.

One of the best methods we found was ramping to a higher intensity through 8 sets 
and then dropping down about 10% for the last 4-6 sets of movement.

#2 - Power Endurance
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Do you want all 

Experiments?
Get the complete package including 5 bonus 

resources by clicking below!
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https://gssportsperformance.clickfunnels.com/order-page-2
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